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Exercises

LCGFT Exercise General Principles
You are cataloging Chelsea Quinn
Yarbro’s Sins of Omission. Assign
LCGFT for this work. Use
appropriate MARC 21 coding and
consult the PDF list of LCGFT terms.
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LCGFT Exercise - General Principles
You are cataloging the compilation
Three Plays, by Arthur Wing Pinero.
The plays are The Magistrate; The
Second Mrs. Tanqueray; and
Trelawny of the “Wells”. The first
work is a farce, the second is a thesis
play, and the third is a comedy.
Assign LCGFT for this collection. Use
appropriate MARC 21 coding and
consult the PDF list of LCGFT terms.
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LCGFT Exercise - General Principles
You are cataloging the compilation
Bred Any Good Rooks Lately?: A
Collection of Puns, Shaggy Dogs,
Spoonerisms, Feghoots &
Malappropriate Stories. Assign
LCGFT for this collection. Use
appropriate MARC 21 coding and
consult the PDF list of LCGFT terms.
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LCGFT Exercises - General Terms
Assign LCGFT for the resources depicted. Use appropriate MARC 21
coding and consult the PDF list of LCGFT terms.
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500 __ Published in conjunction with
the exhibition held October 11,
2014-May 31, 2015 at the
Japanese American National
Museum, Los Angeles, California.
600 00 Hello Kitty $c (Fictitious character)
$v Exhibitions.
600 00 Hello Kitty $c (Fictitious character)
$x Collectibles $v Exhibitions.
650 _0 Character toys $x Collectibles $z
Japan $v Exhibitions.
650 _0 Licensed products $v Exhibitions.
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Foreword
To mark the completion of forty
years of existence, we are
bringing out collections of
essays on some specific topics,
culled from past numbers of the
journal. The collection which
follows is of obituary articles
published in Social Scientist in
the past. Oddly enough, for
reasons which are not very
clear, the journal published no
obituaries until 1983, that is, for
the first eleven years of its
existence.
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100 1_ Alley, B. F., $e author.
245 10 History of Clarke County, Washington
Territory : $b compiled from the most authentic
sources : also biographical sketches of its pioneers
and prominent citizens.
264 _1 Portland, Oregon : $b The Washington Publishing
Company, $c 1885
300 __ 399 pages, 86 unnumbered leaves of plates : $b
illustrations, portraits ; $c 30 cm
505 0_ Early history of the Pacific Coast -- Oregon's early
history -- Washington Territory -- Clarke County -Biographical sketches.
651 _0 Clark County (Wash.) $x History.
651 _0 Clark County (Wash.) $v Biography.
651 _0 Washington Territory $x History.
651 _0 Oregon Territory $x History.
700 1_ Munro-Fraser, J. P., $e author.
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100 1_ Santat, Dan, $e author, $e illustrator.
245 14 The adventures of Beekle : $b the unimaginary
friend / $c Dan Santat.
300 __ 1 volume (unpaged) : $b color illustrations ; $c 29 cm
520 __ "An imaginary friend waits a long time to be
imagined by a child and given a special name, and
finally does the unimaginable--he sets out on a
quest to find his perfect match in the real world."--$c
Provided by publisher.
521 __ Preschool.
521 8_ 480 $b Lexile.
526 0_ Accelerated Reader $c 2.3.
586 __ Caldecott Medal, 2015.
650 _0 Imaginary companions $v Juvenile fiction.
650 _0 Friendship $v Juvenile fiction.
650 _1 Imaginary playmates $v Fiction.
650 _1 Friendship $v Fiction.
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100 1_ Howe, Henry, $d 1816-1893, $e author.
245 10 Life and death on the ocean : $b a
collection of extraordinary adventures in
the form of personal narratives illustrating
life on board of merchant vessels and of
ships of war; combined with thrilling
relations of experience and suffering, by
war, fire, famine, and shipwreck / $c by
Henry Howe.
650 _0 Voyages and travels.
650 _0 Seafaring life.
650 _0 Shipwrecks.
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https://www.greenkitchenstories.com/
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All cataloged
on a single
record
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LCGFT Exercises - Literature Terms
Assign LCGFT for the resources depicted. Use appropriate MARC 21
coding and consult the PDF list of LCGFT terms.
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100 1_ Duffy, Damian, $e author, $e artist.
245 10 Kindred : $b a graphic novel adaptation /
$c by Damian Duffy and John Jennings.
650 _0 African American women $v Comic books,
strips, etc.
651 _0 Los Angeles (Calif.) $v Comic books, strips,
etc.
651 _0 Southern States $v Comic books, strips, etc.
650 _0 Slaves $v Comic books, strips, etc.
650 _0 Slavery $v Comic books, strips, etc.
650 _0 Slaveholders $v Comic books, strips, etc.
650 _0 Time travel $v Comic books, strips, etc.
700 1_ $i Graphic novelization of (work): $a Butler,
Octavia E. $t Kindred.
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100 1_ Atwood, Margaret, $d 1939- $e author.
245 14 The handmaid's tale / $c Margaret
Atwood.
250 __ Large print edition.
264 1_ Waterville, Maine : $b Thorndike Press,
a part of Gale, Cengage Learning, $c 2017.
300 __ 531 pages (large print) ; $c 23 cm.
340 __ $n large print $2 rdafs
490 1_ Thorndike Press large print core
650 _0 Theocracy $v Fiction.
650 _0 Misogyny $v Fiction.
650 _0 Dystopias $v Fiction.
650 _0 Pregnancy $x Social aspects $v Fiction.
650 _0 Man-woman relationships $v Fiction.
650 _0 Women $v Fiction.
830 _0 Thorndike Press large print core series.
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245 00 Brewing : $b 20 Milwaukee poets / $c
edited by Martin J. Rosenblum ;
photographs by G. Reed.
246 30 20 Milwaukee poets
246 3_ Twenty Milwaukee poets
490 1_ The city anthology series of American
poetry
650 _0 American poetry $z Wisconsin $z
Milwaukee.
650 _0 American poetry $y 20th century.
651 _0 Milwaukee (Wis.) $v Poetry.
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245 00 Horniman's choice : $b four one act
plays from the "Manchester School“
of playwrights.
264 _1 London : $b Oberon Books, $c 2015.
505 0_ The price of coal / by Harold Brighouse
-- Night watches / by Allan Monkhouse
-- The Old Testament and the New / by
Stanley Houghton -- Lonesome like /
by Harold Brighouse.
651 _0 England, North West $x Social life and
customs $y 20th century $v Drama.
650 _0 One-act plays, English.
650 _0 English drama $y 20th century.
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100 1_
245 10
490 1_
650 _0
650 _0
650 _0
650 _0
650 _0
650 _1
650 _1
650 _1
650 _1
650 _1
800 1_

Mead, Richelle, $e author.
Shadow kiss / $c Richelle Mead.
A Vampire Academy novel
Vampires $v Juvenile fiction.
High schools $v Juvenile fiction.
Schools $v Juvenile fiction.
Magic $v Juvenile fiction.
Social classes $v Juvenile fiction.
Vampires $v Fiction.
High schools $v Fiction.
Schools $v Fiction.
Magic $v Fiction.
Social classes $v Fiction.
Mead, Richelle. $t Vampire
Academy novel.

"Is Rose's fate to kill the person she
loves most? It's springtime at St.
Vladimir's Academy, and Rose
Hathaway is this close to graduation.
Since Mason's death, Rose hasn't
been feeling quite right. She has dark
flashbacks in the middle of practice,
can't concentrate in class, and has
terrifying dreams about Lissa. But
Rose has an even bigger secret ....
She's in love with Dimitri. And this
time, it's way more than a crush. Then
Strigoi target the academy in the
deadliest attack in Moroi history, and
Dimitri is taken. Rose must protect
Lissa at all costs, but keeping her best
friend safe could mean losing Dimitri
forever...“ --Amazon.com
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100 1_ Tempest, Kate, $e author.
245 10 Let them eat chaos / $c Kate Tempest.
500 __ “This poem was written to be read aloud”--Page opposite title page verso.
On back cover:
"Let Them Eat Chaos, Kate Tempest's new long poem written
for live performance and heard on the album release of the
same name, is both a powerful sermon and a moving play for
voices. Seven neighbours inhabit the same London street, but
are all unknown to each other. The clock freezes in the small
hours, and, one by one, we see directly into their lives: lives
that are damaged, disenfranchised, lonely, broken, addicted.
Then a great storm breaks over London, and brings them out
into the night to face each other--and offers them a chance
to connect.”
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An annual cataloged as a serial
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SEE ALSO NEXT TWO SLIDES
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Source: CliffsNotes website
https://www.cliffsnotes.com/literature/c/candide/
critical-essays/alexander-popes-essay-on-man

The work that more than any other popularized the optimistic philosophy, not only in England but
throughout Europe, was Alexander Pope's Essay on Man (1733-34), a rationalistic effort to justify the
ways of God to man philosophically. As has been stated in the introduction, Voltaire had become well
acquainted with the English poet during his stay of more than two years in England, and the two had
corresponded with each other with a fair degree of regularity when Voltaire returned to the Continent.

Voltaire could have been called a fervent admirer of Pope. ... Even as late as 1756, the year in which he
published his poem on the destruction of Lisbon, he lauded the author of Essay on Man. In the edition of
Lettres philosophiques published in that year, he wrote: “The Essay on Man appears to me to be the most
beautiful didactic poem, the most useful, the most sublime that has ever been composed in any
language.” …
Pope denied that he was indebted to Leibnitz for the ideas that inform his poem, and his word may be
accepted. Those ideas were first set forth in England by Anthony Ashley Cowper, Earl of Shaftesbury
(1671-1731). They pervade all his works but especially the Moralist. Indeed, several lines in the Essay on
Man, particularly in the first Epistle, are simply statements from the Moralist done in verse. Although the
question is unsettled and probably will remain so, it is generally believed that Pope was indoctrinated by
having read the letters that were prepared for him by Bolingbroke and that provided an exegesis of
Shaftesbury's philosophy. The main tenet of this system of natural theology was that one God, all-wise
and all-merciful, governed the world providentially for the best.

Source: The Victorian Web
http://www.victorianweb.org/previctorian/pope/man.html
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Annual cataloged
on one record.
Includes both
graphic narrative
stories and comic
strips. Some are
excerpted.
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Issued bimonthly.
Includes fiction
and nonfiction.
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LCDGT Exercises
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Exercise 1
Here are some established terms found in LCDGT:
Americans

High school students

Library employees

British Columbians

Hotel employees

Librarians

Buddhists

Japanese

Males

Calligraphers

Japanese Canadians

Men

Children

Japanese speakers

Monks

Chinese

Journalists

Restaurant employees

Chinese Americans

Junior high school students

Teenagers

Chinese speakers

Korean speakers

Travelers

Chosŏnjok

Koreans

Tourism industry employees

English speakers

Lamas

Women

Females

Lawyers

Zen Buddhists
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Assign audience and creator/contributor characteristics for the following resources
based on these subject headings assigned:

1. Children’s poetry, Chinese.
2. Korean language $v Textbooks for foreign speakers $x Japanese.
3. Japanese language $v Conversation and phrase books (for restaurant and hotel
personnel)
Japanese language $v Conversation and phrase books $x Korean.
4. Sermons, Korean $x Women authors.
5. Mishima, Yukio, $d 1925-1970 $v Translations into English.
6. American drama $x Chinese American authors.
American drama $x Buddhist authors.
Young adult drama, American.
7. Monks’ writings, Japanese $z British Columbia $z Vancouver.
Zen literature, Japanese $z British Columbia $z Vancouver.
Gautama Buddha $v Juvenile literature.
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Exercise 2
Assign audience and/or creator/contributor
characteristics using the PDF list of LCDGT terms and
the information provided for the following resources.
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245 00 Out of the dump : $b writings
and photographs by children
from Guatemala / $c edited by
Kristine L. Franklin & Nancy
McGirr ; translated from the
Spanish by Kristine L. Franklin.
520 __ A compilation of poems with
photographs by children who
live in the municipal dump in
Guatemala City.
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Information found on preliminary pages:

Huw Powell is the author of the adult novel Rush
Hour Rules, which was shortlisted for the
International Thriller Awards’ Best First Novel.
Spacejackers is his first book for children. He lives
in Somerset, England with his wife and two
children.
FORMAT: middle-grade novel
AGES: 8-12
GRADES: 3-6
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245 04
260
650 _0
650 _0
650 _0
650 _0
650 _0
655 _7
655 _7

The Faber book of gay short fiction / $c edited by Edmund White.
London ; $a Boston : $b Faber and Faber, $c 1991.
Gay men $v Fiction.
Gay men's writings, English.
Gay men's writings, American.
Short stories, American.
Short stories, English.
Gay fiction. $2 lcgft
Short stories. $2 lcgft

An anthology by 32 American and British male authors
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100 1_ Lowry, Todd, $e composer, $e author.
245 10 New Orleans piano styles : $b a guide to the keyboard licks of Crescent City
greats / $c by Todd Lowry.
300 __ 1 score (77 pages) : $b illustrations ; $c 31 cm + $e 1 audio disc (4 3/4 in.)
348 __ score $2 rdafnm
500 __ Accompanying CD contains demonstrations of all the musical examples in the book
as recorded by Brent Edstrom.
500 __ "Learn to play the piano styles of Jelly Roll Morton, James Booker, Fats Domino,
Professor Longhair, Allen Toussaint, Harry Connick Jr., Dr. John, and more"--Page 4
of cover.
650 _0 Piano $v Methods (Jazz)
650 _0 Piano $v Methods (Jazz) $v Self-instruction.
650 _0 Jazz $z Louisiana $z New Orleans.
655 _7 Jazz. $2 lcgft
655 _7 Methods (Music) $2 lcgft
655 _7 Scores. $2 lcgft
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On back cover:
010-014 RL: 3.2
GUIDED READING LEVEL: L

On page 64:
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jonathan Swift was born on November 30, 1667, in Dublin, Ireland.
… In 1726, he published Gulliver’s Travels, a story that is still popular
today.
ABOUT THE RETELLING AUTHOR
Growing up in a small Minnesota town, Donald Lemke kept himself
busy reading comics, as well as classic novels. Today, Lemke works as
a children’s book editor and pursues a master’s degree in publishing
from Hamline University in St. Paul. In his spare time, Lemke has
written several graphic novels for kids.

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR
Cynthia Martin has worked in comics and animation since 1983. …
She lives in Omaha, Nebraska.
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Found on UMKC Conservatory website: Dr. Zhou has been a United States
citizen since 1999
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245 00 Brewing : $b 20 Milwaukee poets / $c
edited by Martin J. Rosenblum ;
photographs by G. Reed.
246 30 20 Milwaukee poets
246 3_ Twenty Milwaukee poets
490 1_ The city anthology series of American
poetry
650 _0 American poetry $z Wisconsin $z
Milwaukee.
650 _0 American poetry $y 20th century.
651 _0 Milwaukee (Wis.) $v Poetry.
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100 0_ Jahri Jah Jah, $d 1968- $e author.
245 10 Tongan for kids / $c by Jahri Jah Jah!.
246 1_ $i Subtitle on cover: $a Words and
phrases in Tongan
246 1_ $i Subtitle on back cover: $a Learn to
speak words and phrases in Tongan
650 _0 Tongan language $v Terms and phrases
$v Juvenile literature.
650 _0 Tongan language $v Conversation and
phrase books $x English $v Juvenile
literature.
650 _0 Tongan language $v Glossaries,
vocabularies, etc. $v Juvenile literature.
650 _0 Picture dictionaries, Tongan $v Juvenile
literature.
655 _7 Picture dictionaries. $2 lcgft
655 _7 Phrase books. $2 lcgft
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Back cover:
PATRICK MODIANO was awarded
the 2014 Nobel Prize in Literature
and is one of the most celebrated
French novelists of his generation.
Dora Bruder has been translated
worldwide into twenty languages.
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An annual cataloged as a serial

Most authors are from either the Republic of Ireland or Northern Ireland; others are of Irish
heritage living in other countries.
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Preliminary page: “Susan Frohlick is Associate
Professor of Cultural Anthropology at the
University of Manitoba, Canada.”
Page xv: “like most anthropologists, I cherish
being in the field above all”
Page xvii: “Many students in both undergraduate
and graduate courses over the past few years
have allowed me to discuss my work …”
Page 3: “These observations of mine as a
cultural anthropologist …”

Page 10: “familiar to me as a white heterosexual
Euro-Canadian woman … My own history of
traveling to Europe and other countries abroad
as a young woman in the late 1970s …”
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Back cover:
“Arthur Braverman is an American author
and translator, primarily translating from
Japanese to English. A Zen Buddhist
practitioner, Bravermen lived in Japan for
seven years and studied at Antai-ji temple
in 1969 training under Kosho Uchiyama. He
lives in Ojai, California.”
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Dukas and Saint-Saëns are from France
Rossini and Respighi are from Italy
Gibson is Scottish

245 00 The sorcerer's apprentice / $c Paul Dukas. Danse macabre, op. 40 /
Camille Saint-Saëns. La boutique fantasque / Gioacchino RossiniOttorino Respighi.
511 0_ Scottish National Orchestra, Sir Alexander Gibson, conductor.
518 __ Recorded at the City Hall, Glasgow, 31 October 1972.
505 00 $t L'apprenti sorcier / $r Paul Dukas $r (Alexander Gibson,
conductor ; Royal Scottish National Orchestra) -- $t Danse macabre,
op. 40 / $r Camille Saint-Saens $r (Alexander Gibson, conductor ;
Royal Scottish National Orchestra) -- $t La boutique fantasque, P. 120
/ $r Ottorino Respighi $r (Alexander Gibson, conductor ; Royal
Scottish National Orchestra).
655 _7 Symphonic poems. $2 lcgft
655 _7 Ballets (Music) $2 lcgft
700 1_ Gibson, Alexander, $d 1926-1995, $e conductor.
700 12 $i Container of (work): $a Dukas, Paul, $d 1865-1935. $t Apprenti
sorcier.
700 12 $i Container of (work): $a Saint-Saëns, Camille, $d 1835-1921. $t
Danse macabre (Symphonic poem)
700 12 $i Container of (work): $a Respighi, Ottorino, $d 1879-1936. $t
Boutique fantasque.
710 2_ Scottish National Orchestra, $e performer.
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A children’s book about HIV with a First Nations storyline

Includes study material for students, teachers, parents, health educators
and others
Author Larry Loyie was born in Slave Lake, Alberta. He spent his early years
living a traditional Cree life and treasures the lessons he learned from the
elders. He went to residential school from the age of 10 to 14, then began his
working life. Larry returned to school later in life to fulfill his childhood dream
of becoming a writer. He received the 2001 Canada Post Literacy Award for
Individual Achievement (British Columbia). In 2003, Larry was the first First
Nations writer to win the Norma Fleck Award for Canadian Children’s NonFiction for his first children’s book As Long as the Rivers Flow.
Co-author Constance Brissenden BA, MA is a freelance writer and editor. She
is the author of 14 books of travel and history. In 1993, Constance and Larry
formed Living Traditions Writers Group (www.firstnationswriter.com) to
encourage First Nations people to write about their traditions and stories.
Illustrator Heather D. Holmlund has roots in the northern town of Fort
Frances, Ontario, where she grew up. Her source of artistic vision has always
been the spiritual essence of the Canadian landscape and its people. Heather
attended York University in the visual arts program, before making her home
in Pickering, Ontario. She is the award-winning illustrator of As Long as the
57
Rivers Flow.
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Back cover: “Tailored specifically for undergraduate students,
this Companion offers uniquely comprehensive coverage of the
topics necessary for successful communication in psychology,
making it a valuable resource for research methods and
introductory psychology courses.”
Introduction:
“Most students and even faculty in psychology and related
disciplines receive little or no formal training in how to
communicate effectively. …
The purpose of this book is to provide the basic information
that students and professionals alike need to communicate well
and succeed in psychology and related disciplines. …
Chapter 1 is on getting started. It discusses how you can
learn about and communicate effectively in psychology and
related fields. It contains tips for ensuring that you will make
the very best use possible of your college experiences in
psychology and related fields.
Chapter 2 presents and discusses eight common
misconceptions that students hold about psychology papers. …”
SEE ALSO NEXT SLIDE
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Back cover:
Robert J. Sternberg is Professor of Human
Development at Cornell University
Karin Sternberg is Research Associate in the
Department of Human Development at Cornell
University

SEE ALSO NEXT SLIDE
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SEE ALSO NEXT SLIDE
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